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What friend are you? Can one count on you? Now, count your points

1) One of your friend has got a problem, she calls you at midnight : a) you answer and you help her b) you will answer tomorrow c) you tell her it's late and you ... 
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What friend are you? Can one count on you? By Mary and Lois (4e Picasso) 1) One of your friend has got a problem, she calls you at midnight : a) you answer and you help her b) you will answer tomorrow c) you tell her it's late and you will see tomorrow 2) One of your friend tells you a secret a) you go and repeat it to everybody b) you don't tell anybody c) you tell one of your friends 3) One friend arrives at school with an orange and green jacket a) you tell her that you find it ugly b) You say nothing c) You say that you like it even if you think the opposite 4) One friend loves the same boy as you a) you leave him to her b) You show her that he is for you c) You go and see the boy and tell him stupid things about her 5) You buy a new tee-shirt and your enemy has got the same a) you throw paint at him b) you don't care c) You will never wear it 6) You argue with your best friend a)You never speak to her again b) You go and apologize to her c) You wait for her to make the first step



Now, count your points ! 1a) = 4



1b) = 2 1c) = 0



5a) = 0 5b) = 4



5c) = 2



2a) =0



2b) =4



1c) = 2



3a) =0



3b) = 4 3c) = 2



4a) =4



4b) = 2 4c) = 0



6a) = 0 6b) = 4 6c) = 2



CONCLUSION ! If you get less than 6 points...



If you get between 10 and 12 points...



If you get more than 18 points...



Your are not a good friend. Nobody can rely on you.



People confide some things to you but not their biggest secrets.



You are the ideal friend ! One can really count on you.
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Do you know video games ? Now, count your points ! CONCLUSION ! 

2) Have you got an Xbox360 or a PS3? a) yes I have both. b) no I haven't. c) No, but I play at my friend's. 3) How many video games have you got? a) 0. b) more ...
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Do you know France and its culture ? Now, count your points 

4) Do you often eat cheese and bread ? a) Yes, I do, at all meals. b) Yes, very often. c) Yes, sometimes. 5) Have you ever been to the beach ? a) Yes, I go ...
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Do you like having a thrill ? Now, count your points ! CONCLUSION ! 

2) When you do an attraction... a) You raise your arms b) You cramp at your seat c) You shout and you raise your arms a little. 3) At the swimming pool ... a) You ...
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What teenager are you 

1) Your mother shouts at you because you haven't tidied your bedroom a) You are ... c) You stay with your friends ... have good sides, fortunately, but in your ...
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You are now connected to your Nabaztag 

Apr 23, 2008 - You are now connected to your Nabaztag. (You are NOT connected to the Internet. To reconnect to the Internet restart your Nabaztag.).
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Are you a good friend? 

3) If your friend wants to tell you her affairs of the heart... a) You listen to everything b) You listen if it ... 6) If your friend cries... a) You do everything to console her.
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Are you a pro gamer ? By Toni and Thomas (4e Renoir) Now, count 

1a) = 0 1b) = 2 1c) = 4. 2a) = 0 2b) = 2 1c) = 4. 3a) = 0 3b) = 2 3c) = 4. 4a) = 0 4b) =2 4c) = 4. 5a) = 0 5b) = 2 5c) = 4. 6a) = 0 6b) = 2 6c) = 4. 7a) = 0 7b) = 2 7c) = 4.
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count your blessings - aejjr 

Today, upon the bus I saw a lovely girl with golden hair,. I envied her, she seemed so gay, and I wished I were so fair,. When suddenly she rose to leave, and I ...
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Tables by region Count Col% Count Col% Count Col% Count 

Central. Southern. Q6. Did you support or oppose the overthrow of. President ... Crimea. Do you believe this action by. Russia to be justified or unjustified?
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Craft & technique: Can you here me now? 

some electrical work involved. nuts & bolts craft & .... work. Locate your intercom on a spot in the panel that's convenient to the pilot, and drill .... WHILE BUILDING. YOUR OWN RV ... â€¢Learn basic sheet metal construction under the supervision ..
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Tables by age Count Col% Count Col% Count Col 

Sample size of the survey was 600 telephone interviews (using mobile and landline phone numbers). .... Call for international conference including EU, Russia ...
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You are what you eat Folder 1 .fr 

Sep 29, 2017 - LOCATIONS AND FORMS OF POWER / IDEA OF PROGRESS. Folder 1. CE â†’ ComprÃ©hension Ã©criteCO â†’ ComprÃ©hension orale EE ...
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You can sing ... but can you swing?! 

Wai(t),.. wai(t),.. wai(t),.. wai(t)!... You... won'. be. la(te)... 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3... Wai(t),.. wai(t),.. wai(t),.
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Craft & technique: Can you here me now? 

enough to make you want to stay at ... with more of a shipshape look and ... Music and conversation also stops .... â€¢Learn basic sheet metal construction under.
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where can you travel? one-country pass 

BAR. AMSTERDAM. ANTWERP. ROTTERDAM. LONDON. BELFAST. DUBLIN. WESTPORT. CORK. BREMEN. BRUSSELS. MANNHEIM. FRANKFURT. ESSEN.
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Tables by region Count Col% Count Col% Count Col% Count Col ... 

96. 31,60%. 641. 32,05%. TOTAL. 654. 100,00%. 451. 100,00%. 124. 100,00% ... Eastern. Western. Kiev. Northern. Central. Southern. Q4. Type of settlement ...
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Count Dracula 

Vocabulaire: diary : journal intime cross : croix. SUJET. 1 L.V. : ANGLAIS / C.A.P. - B.E.P. SECONDAIRE. Session JIJIN 2003. [ Ã‰PREWEDU 12 JUIN 1. DurÃ©e : 1 ...
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â€¢ Do you wan bassador f â€¢ Are you mu â€¢ Are you rea Sign up now Mot 

culture afin d'inciter vivement les Ã©lÃ¨ves Ã  dÃ©velopper et Ã  s'approprier leur langue maternelle. Il ouvre aux ... en trois niveaux: primaire, 1er cycle, 2nd cycle.
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Shams (2000) What you see is what you hear 

Dec 14, 2000 - Ladan Shams*, Yukiyasu Kamitani*,. Shinsuke Shimojo*â€ . *California Institute of Technology,. Division of Biology, MC 139-74, Pasadena,.
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You are loved 

Mes ordres de marche ont compris « Faith House » (Rondes de Minuit) et « The ..... prolifique (il a écrit plus de 40 livres de dévotion), Meyer est surtout connu pour ...... The rich word of Christ Live in your hearts and make you ... sing his songs,
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Can you touch...? - Onestopenglish 

2 One child touches different parts of her body in time to the music. The other children sing whichever parts she touches. It works well if this is done slowly at first, ...
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You Are No Angel 

Intro: Start on the word â€œAngelâ€�. Sway right, left, triple step, Sway left, right, Triple step. Lock step diagonally Fwd. right, left, Lock step diagonally back right, left.
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What you do, what you say Has a lot to do in how you live ... - locos26 

What you do, what you say. Has a lot to do in how you live today. What you want, and what you make,. Everybody knows it's only what you take. What you see ...
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How to Count 

verb, how its grammar differs from English, or how you ... computer. These were very simple computers compared to the ones we keep in our homes and offices ...
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